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Thats really weird, would a picture help It says affinity at the tip of the headstock.. The S in the serial number as far as Ive heard
means it is a special run Perhaps some chain wanted Affinities with the more desirable small headstock.

1. indonesian squier strat serial numbers

I havent been able to find with any certainty what the S stands for, as you know Special run and Standard have both been
indicated, but it isnt very clear in the Wiki article and that would mean the S is used for different reasons at different times.. I
dont know what to say its defiantly a Indonesian 2009 but, I thought they were all the Large 70s Headstock as well oh well Im
stumped.. Indonesian Squier Strat S Serial Number PrefixStarts with ICS09 Its an affinity Sounds like heaven, with my new
SSL1s.. Ive heard rumors that there were some special runs of Affinities with small headstocks in the past few years.. In
2009-10 some Indonesian Squiers had the prefix ICS09XXXXX and ICS10XXXXX There are a number of standard models
that have the ICS prefix some are FSR but some are just normal run models.
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Those are usually done for a certain music store chain, like a custom color or something. Unduh Zombie Avenger Mod Game
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 poppa SEs usually come with Gotoh style mounting (single screw per tuner) and the Standard Series tuners are normally Ping
style with two locating pins and no screw. Download 1080p Youtube Videos Mac
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Im really curious about it because it feels much better than other guitars Ive owned, I got it checked out by a local mom and pop
shop and apparently the pickups werent stock oo.. It therefore appears as though the the S in ICS is only an indication as to
whether it is a Factory Special Run or FSR guitar (manufactured by Cor-Tek in Indonesia).. Ive also read in a thread that maybe
Cort and Samick are both involved in production of various models and thats why the prefix ICS is used as a means to simplify..
Indonesian Squier Strat S Serial Number PrefixIndonesian Squiers IC: I Indonesia, C Cor-Tek (Cort), the serial number prefix is
followed by a 2 number year.. CV, Deluxe etc I C S Indonesia, Cor-tex (Cort), and its a Standard Series, so you have a 2009
Indonesian Standard.. IS: I Indonesia, S Samick, the serial number prefix is followed by a 2 number year.. SN IC 05xxxxxxx,
any idea what it is Its a maple fret brd, and is CAR, a great looking strat. 773a7aa168 Garageband 2006 Free Download
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